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OK, whip out your 
smartphones!

Time for a quick 
poll!
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Question #1
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Question #2
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It reaches people where they are, through 
multiple devices and paths

It allows us to interact directly with the people 
we serve and show them how what we do 
matters

It allows us to reach the media with our message 
and monitor what they’re up to

It is a lifesaving tool during emergencies

Social Media is Now a Regular Part 
of the Way We Communicate
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Source: Red Cross

Nearly half of 
the general 
population 
participates 
in online 
communities 
or social 
networks, 
and more 
than half do 
so daily

Red Cross Survey - August, 2012
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PEW Research on 8/8/13 revealed that 
72% of online adults use social networking sites

People age 65 and over have tripled their 
presence on social networking sites in the last 
four years, from 13% in the spring of 2009 to 
43% now

Update!
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The Latest Stats

Facebook reached

1.1 billion active users 

600,000 are checking in
at any one time

Active users = people who log in at least monthly
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The Latest Stats

500 million registered users

Fastest-growing social network. 44% 
growth from March 2012 - June 2013

Fastest-growing demographic is
55-64 year olds
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Whitney Houston’s Death Feb. 11, 2012

First tweet 4:02 PM 
(7 min after Houston was 

pronounced dead)

Associated Press 4:57 PM
Second tweet 4:15 PM

(niece of Tiffany, Houston’s 
hair stylist)

Third tweet 4:30 PM
(tweeted a text he received from 

a Houston family member)
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Whitney Houston’s Death Feb. 11, 2012

Tweets 
exploded 

to 2.5-
million 

by 6 PM
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Boston Marathon Bombing Tweets
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Boston Marathon Bombing Tweets
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Second-largest 
search engine!
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1 billion unique monthly visitors

2-billion views a day

60 hours of video uploaded every 
minute

Average person spends 15 minutes a 
day on YouTube

More video is uploaded in 60 days than 
the 3 major networks created in 60 
years!
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Since it’s a huge search engine, 
it’s easy for people to !nd your 
content

YouTube’s Embed code allows 
you to quickly place the video 
on a web site or blog, or link it 
to social media pages

Advantages of YouTube
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A PEW study found most 
viewed event on YouTube 
was the Japanese tsunami 
(96 million views on top 20 
videos in 7 days) 

People Flock to YouTube for News

http://www.journalism.org/analysis_report/youtube_news
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The most popular videos tend to 
depict natural disasters

Citizens play a big role in 
producing and supplying footage

We as response agencies can use 
this tool to our advantage!

People Flock to YouTube for News

http://www.journalism.org/analysis_report/youtube_news
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What’s HOT!

Image sharing, bulletin board 
style!

Users 80% female/20% male

1-billion monthly page views

Grew 4,000% in one year!
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What’s HOT!

Vine is a Twitter product

Shoot and share 6-second 
looping videos. 

Share to Vine, Twitter and 
Facebook
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What’s HOT!

Instagram stills AND video

Shoot stills; add filters 

Shoot 15-sec videos

Share to social media
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How Has Social Media 
Transformed 

Newsgathering?
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20 years ago        24 hours

10 years ago        4 hours

Today         4 minutes

Speed of Info Flow Through the Media
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A Rasmussen Reports poll 
!nds that the internet is now 
a bigger source of news for 
Americans than network TV.

2/28/13

NEWS
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(May 30, 2012) -- The Chicago Sun-Times announced the 
appointment of a new managing editor and a reorganization of 
newsroom personnel as it shifts its emphasis to digital news 
distribution.

"We are no longer a newspaper company," Sun-Times Media Holdings 
LLC Editor-in-chief Jim Kirk said in a memo to staff. "We are a 
technology company that happens to publish a newspaper. We deliver 
content. And we will deliver content on many platforms and in ways that 
we haven't yet fully considered."

Newspapers Are Revamping!
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The Internet is closing in on TV
as Amercans’ main source of
national & international news

41% of adults say they get
most of their news from the
Internet

65% of adults ages 18-29 say they get most of their 
news from the Internet

TV as a news source is down to 66% from 74% 
three years ago

Where Americans Get Their News
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Newsrooms have downsized. 
Average are
30% smaller than in 2000.

Many TV stations hiring “all-in-one” 
reporters who shoot, report, edit 
and upload stories

Stations now have online producers 
for their social media spaces

Newsrooms Have Changed!

Assignment editors 
incorporate social 
media into the days’ 
story planning to get 
the information out 
even faster
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TVu Pack allows TV stations to go live 
from anywhere via a cellular data 
connection. 

No satellite truck, no microwave truck 
needed.

News Technology is Changing
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In August 2013, NBC bought the web streaming 
company Stringwire. Their technology will allow 
citizens to stream live video and audio direct to 
the newsroom for live or delayed airing.

The Rawporter app sends out news assignments 
and allows citizens to offer their footage for 
instant sale to assignment desks 

Our Own Citizens Are Now Reporters
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Social Media in 
Emergencies
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Brandon Mercer
News Director, Fox 40, Sacramento
How social media affects newsgathering in an emergency

(Video on www.KerryShearer.com)
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Jason Montiel, Managing Editor, KCRA.com
Discusses use of Facebook; Roseville Galleria Mall fire 

Source: Kerry Shearer interview of Jason Montiel

NEXT: 
Use of Facebook and streaming video in 
Roseville, CA Galleria mall fire

Jason Montiel, Managing Editor, KCRA.com
How reporters used New Media tools in covering a large fire

(Video on www.KerryShearer.com) 
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Red Cross Survey - August, 2012

More than 50% of the general 
public relies on online news 
during an emergency. 
Younger respondents are the 
least likely to use TV.
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Using Social Media to Communicate Effectively                         www.KerryShearer.com

Social Media in a Crisis

Dr. Matthew Seeger, Wayne State 
University - (on the CERC 2.0 Committee)

Interviewed at the National Public Health Preparedness 
Conference
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Social Media in a CrisisSocial Media in a Crisis
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Sacramento County Public Health

Social Media Use: H1N1 Swine Flu Pandemic (2009-2010)
Twitter - Real-time clinic 
updates, news releases

Facebook: Video, photos, interaction, news 
releases

YouTube - Videos with critical information & 
clinic updates

Skype - Live news interviews

uStream.tv: Live news 
conference webcasting 

Using Social Media to Communicate Effectively                         www.KerryShearer.com
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SacramentoReady.org

Have an emergency web site ready to go, or launch a free blog and tie it to 
your own web sites 

Using Social Media to Communicate Effectively                         www.KerryShearer.com

Practical Steps
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You can use Twitter to post automatically on 
your Twitter page, your Facebook page, 
your blog, your web site, and your 
Emergency Operations Center web site.

One message, sent from your phone, goes 
instantly to multiple locations, so you don’t 
have to log in separately to update the sites.

Use Twitter widgets on your web site. They can save you valuable time in 
an emergency.

Using Social Media to Communicate Effectively                         www.KerryShearer.com

Practical Steps
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Use Twitter widgets on your web site. They can save you valuable time.

Using Social Media to Communicate Effectively                         www.KerryShearer.com

Practical Steps
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Social Media Monitoring
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Monitor print and broadcast news web sites, because they do continuous 
updates. They will often have additional photos, videos or stories that may not 
appear on a broadcast.

Monitor influential blogs or non-traditional news sites

Monitor what people are saying on Twitter, and on responder agency 
Facebook pages

Traditional TV newscast media monitoring is no longer enough. Make 
sure you are also monitoring social media.

Using Social Media to Communicate Effectively                         www.KerryShearer.com

Social Media Monitoring
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Facebook Insights helps you monitor your Facebook 
Page activity

Google Alerts will search for keywords you select and 
send you e-mail alerts

You can search Twitter using hashtags (# plus a keyword)

Technorati will allow you to search blogs to see what 
others are saying about you

There are many social media monitoring tools:

Using Social Media to Communicate Effectively                         www.KerryShearer.com

Practical Steps
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AudioBecome a radio news resource by 

Become a radio news 
resource by 
interviewing your own 
Subject Matter 
experts and releasing 
sound bites
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Audio
Record the interview on 
a digital recorder

Excerpt 3 or 4 cuts

Distribute audio via web 
site along with news 
releases
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What you need:
Digital audio recorder 
(such as Zoom H2n)

SD card reader on your 
computer

Audio editing software, 
such as Audacity (free)
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Another option:

iRig Recorder recording 
app for phone ($4.99)

iRig microphone ($55)
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Post your audio
Use SoundCloud.com to 
post files to your web 
site, Facebook or Twitter 
page.

Free for up to 2 hours of 
audio
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Host a podcast

Length: 2 min to 30 minutes (briefer is often better)

Release them on a regular schedule

Make sure guests are passionate about topic and have fun!

Record with Audacity. Levelator is a free program that helps you 
balance your levels.
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VIDEO!
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Many video applications allow 
you to shoot and edit a YouTube 
video and upload it from your 
phone, making emergency 
videos quick and easy to 
produce

Advantages of YouTube

Example: iMovie for iPhone
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Example
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Using Skype for Interviews

Make your Subject 
Matter Experts 
available live for TV 
news interviews via 
Skype
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Using Skype for Interviews

Connect with TV news 
shows

Do live interviews with 
news anchors

Get your message out 
quickly to a broadcast 
audience
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What You Need to Use Skype
Laptop or desktop computer with a good Internet 
connection

Built-in or external HD, widescreen web cam, or an 
external video camera with Firewire output to 
plug into laptop

Lavaliere clip-on microphone connected to 
computer (either by computer’s mic jack, or a 
Shure X2u analog-to-digital converter)

Cellphone with earpiece
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Tips for a Great Broadcast
Raise the level of the conversation!

You don’t want the audience looking up 
your nose! 

Make sure the camera is at your eye 
level. 

Placing a laptop on a few reams of copy 
machine paper is an easy quick !x that 
can elevate it to the right level.
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Tips for a Great Broadcast
See yourself in a new light

For the best possible picture, make sure 
your face is properly lit. It is helpful to 
have a lamp of adjustable intensity.

An office desk lamp will work.

You can also use a USB-powered LED 
light
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UStream

Broadcast your own news conference or event

Go live to the web with video and audio from your 
laptop computer

Embed the feed on your home page and 
automatically notify your social sites

Record the feed for later playback
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Laptop or desktop computer with a good Internet 
connection

Built-in or external HD, widescreen web cam, or an 
external video camera with Firewire output to 
plug into laptop

A Shure X2u analog-to-digital converter so you 
can connect to a microphone on your podium or 
mult-box

What You Need for UStream
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BFF (Broadcast For Friends)

-It’s a UStream app
-Broadcast live to   
 Facebook
-Archive broadcasts
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Video Toolkit
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Cameras

Canon XA20 

-$2,199 (BHPhotoVideo.com)

-Full HD; great sensor, compact size

-SDHC card storage

-Audio head accepts professional XLR 
connectors
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Cameras
Kodak Zi10

-Cheap! ($99 on Amazon)

-Shoots 3 levels of HD, SD, web quality and 
5MP still images

-Unlimited storage due to removable 
SDHC card

-Only one of its type with a microphone 
jack
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Cameras
iPhone 4s or 5

-Could be “free” if you already 
  have one!

-Shoots HD footage

-Accepts an external microphone

-You can edit on your device (iMovie)
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Cameras
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Editing Software
Windows Live Movie Maker (PC, free)

iMovie (Mac, part of iLife suite)

Adobe Premiere Elements (PC, Mac, 
$100)

Adobe Premiere Pro (PC, Mac, $400, 
or buy as part of Creative Suite 6 
Production Premium)

Final Cut Pro X (Mac, $299
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Create a Studio
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Create a Studio
An in-house studio is a shooting location 
that’s always ready to use. It can be in a 
corner, a small office, a conference room, 
you name it!

You can shoot fast-turnaround videos, 
news interviews, video podcasts, anything!

Your video will look professional and your 
organization will look cutting-edge (even if 
it isn’t!)

Still frame from a video shot at the small web 
studio at Sacramento County Public Health
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Create a Studio
ELEMENTS:

-A quiet location away from slamming 
doors, buzzing light ballasts, ringing bells, 
buzzers or phones

-A colorful, well-designed background that 
positions your agency as professional

Good lighting. LED lights don’t require 
extra power drops and don’t generate heat
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What Can I Use for a Set?

An idle trade show booth that’s 
gathering dust in the storage 
closet
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What Can I Use for a Set?

Graphics mounted to 
foamcore or gatorboard 
and stuck on the wall
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What Can I Use for a Set?

An LCD/LED HDTV monitor with a 
USB input connector on it

You can make graphics on your 
computer, save them to a $ashdrive, 
then display them on the 
monitor over your 
shoulder
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What Can I Use for a Set?

“Step-and-repeat” fabric 
backdrop featuring your 
organization’s logo (or 
worst-case, a repeating 
head shot of your agency 
director)

(Disclaimer: Actual backdrop will not include silhouettes 
of totally cool and hip government employees)
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